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Whole genome bisulfite sequencing (WGBS) enables comprehensive per base methylation status
detection of the entire genome; however, current library preparation methods introduce
significant bias or loss, reducing the representation of the methylome. Conventional library
preparations require double-stranded DNA (dsDNA), which necessitates a post-library
preparation bisulfite treatment. However, bisulfite treatment fragments and denatures DNA,
which causes loss of up to 95% of the library. Library preparation methods compatible with
single-stranded DNA (ssDNA) allow for bisulfite treatment prior to library construction, and
therefore increases library recovery. However, ssDNA compatible library preparations utilizing
random primer-based methods for adapter attachment are still inefficient and generate
significant base composition bias. Here we present a novel, ssDNA compatible method to
prepare NGS libraries for bisulfite sequencing, starting with as little as 100 pg input DNA. The
90 minute workflow uses efficient enzyme-mediated chemistries to sequentially attach adapters
to denatured, bisulfite converted input DNA in a template-independent fashion. This results in a
high recovery NGS library with minimal base composition bias. Compared to two market-leading
methods, we observe 100-fold higher yield than the conventional, dsDNA method and 30-fold
higher yield than the ssDNA, random primer-based method. Additionally, using aligned base
composition as a metric, we observe low library base composition bias, comparable to the
conventional dsDNA method and dramatically better than the ssDNA, random primer-based
approach. This novel method for preparation of libraries results in improved recovery and
minimal base composition bias, enabling bisulfite sequencing of limiting samples, down to 100
pg of input.

Accel-NGS Methyl-Seq enables library
preparation from single-stranded, bisulfite
converted DNA. It has four steps:

 Adaptase attachment of the first NGS
adapter

 Primer extension
 Ligation of the second NGS adapter
 Library indexing by PCR

Accel-NGS Methyl-Seq supports input
quantities from 100 ng to 0.1 ng with a
minimal number of required PCR cycles:

100 ng input 4 cycles
10 ng input 7 cycles

1 ng input 10 cycles
0.1 ng input 13 cycles

(additional cycles required for hybridization
capture)

Bisulfite conversion both denatures and
fragments DNA. Accel-NGS Methyl-Seq
prepares libraries post-bisulfite to enable
recovery of fragmented, ssDNA (bisulfite
performed using Zymo Gold).

Accel-NGS Methyl-Seq workflow

Accel-NGS: low base composition bias

Compared to conventional dsDNA library prep followed by bisulfite conversion (Company I) or a
random priming method for ssDNA (Company E), Accel-NGS Methyl-Seq has significantly higher
recovery of the bisulfite converted sample.

The Picard plots demonstrate coverage bias relative to base composition where GC content
increases from left to right. Both Accel-NGS and Company I demonstrate excellent coverage of
both the AT and GC rich portions of the human genome, whereas Company E coverage is lost at
AT and GC rich portions.

Summary

Comprehensive human methylome coverage

cfDNA DNA yield hypomethylation

1 16 ng 0.4%

2 21 ng 1.1%

3 17 ng 2.4%

4 42 ng 3.6%

5 20 ng 4.3%

6 32 ng 18%

7 12 ng 18%

8 13 ng 43.3%

Left: Circos plot comparing methylation density of normal cfDNA (green) to high tumor burden
cfDNA (red). Right: Percent hypomethylation calculated by determining methylation density
(MD) by 1 Mb genome bins to average of 5 healthy controls. Bins were assigned
hypomethylated if the MD was >3 SD lower than the mean MD at 10M reads/sample read
depth.

 Accel-NGS Methyl-Seq library construction is performed post-bisulfite conversion with
ssDNA to significantly improve sample recovery and library complexity

 Accel-NGS libraries have low base composition bias that results in comprehensive
human methylome coverage

 Accel-NGS Methyl-Seq can be used to detect hypomethylation in cfDNA

Hypomethylation analysis was performed
using MethyPipe according to Chan et
al., PNAS 2013, vol 110:47. 5 ng input
cfDNA was used for each sample.

input mapped complexity duplicates
fold

coverage
CGI 

coverage
Relative 
CGI cov

Unique
CpGs

10 ng 87 % 1.6 X 109 8.8 % 11.4 X 7.8 X 0.68 88%

WGBS was performed using 10 ng Zymo Gold bisulfite converted Coriell NA12878 DNA.
Sequencing was performed on a HiSeq with V4 chemistry. Analysis was performed using BSMap
and Picard tools. Complexity refers to estimated library size, CGI coverage refers to CpG Island
Coverage, relative CGI coverage is the ratio of CGI to total genome coverage. Unique CpGs refer
to the percent of total hg19 reference unique CpG dinucleotides covered.


